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everything you could about the events associated with the name of

(l.7'5)of France and that we discussed

maybe seven minutes last time - it's a very interesting incident which

doubtless you would all have been able to answer correctly. But in

iew of our time being short I thought just this one name would be better

and what name would you put down then Mr. Anderson? (Henry of Navarre)

That is quite sat isfactx tory . That is his name before he became

King - what I had in mind was his name after he became King but that's

quite satisfacoy. What did someone else say? (Henry IV ) Of course

any other number but IV would be very definitely wrong. In fact I wish

I had worded my question perhaps a little bit more precisely to show that

I meant to give the number - because Henry IV and Henry III aren't a bit

the difference between Henry IV and Henry III is very, very important. Yet

of course "Henry of Navarre" does identify him very definitely because that

is what he was before he became King and no other Frenchman could be called

Henry of Navarre. (Student question) Yes, we spoke about Henry II who

was the son of Francis I who was very biterly X1XX anti-Protestant

reigned twelve years (3.) his mistress, we mentioned

his wifeCatharine de Medici, and we mentioned his death in a tournament

when he insisted on his Scotch Master of the Guard meeting him in single

combat and the spear went through his eye and killed him.

But we did go into those details about

Henry II. Then Henry III was the third son of Henry II to become King.

And I mentioned about Henry III that when his brother, Charles IX was King

of France, he was invited to become King of Poland - you remember that in

order to become King of, Poland he had to promise that he would not do any

thing against the Protestants in Poland because the Protestants were just

about half of the Polish people by theta time and included most of the

important nobles and they did not want a king that would interfere with
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